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Our City strives to meet the needs of all residents who
choose to call Orlando home. To do this, I have made it a
priority for the Neighborhood Relations team to organize,
support, mentor and guide residents and neighborhood
organizations in their effort to keep Orlando a great
place to live, work and play. In 2014, we launched iLead,
a comprehensive neighborhood-training program that
informs, connects and involves our neighborhood
leaders through a series of interactive guides, videos,
webinars and workshops. I encourage you to use the
iLead program to build and sustain your successful
neighborhood organization.

Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer

OTHER iLEAD
GUIDES
AVAILABLE
Guides

• Board Orientation and
Operations
• Communication Tools
• Effective Meetings
• Engaging the Next
Generation of Leaders
• Event Planning

Videos

•
•
•
•

Ice Breakers
Leadership Skills
Neighborhood Grants
Parliamentary Procedures
made Simple
• Writing Your
Neighborhood History

Webinars

Workshops

ILEAD is a comprehensive program that provides you with the tools to inform, connect and involve your
neighbors through a series of guides, videos, webinars and workshops. These tools cover topics such as
how to effectively hold meetings, how to utilize a variety of communication tools and how to engage the
next generation of leaders. Whether you download a guide, view a video, participate in a webinar or attend a
workshop, iLead is your one stop shop for online leadership training.

MAYOR’S MATCHING GRANTS

The Mayor’s Matching Grant provides neighborhood
organizations with financial resources to implement
enhancement projects the organization would not
normally be able to fund. Proposed grant projects must
address neighborhood needs, enhance the quality of life
in a City neighborhood, benefit the entire neighborhood
and allow all residents the opportunity to participate.

MAYOR’S MATCHING GRANTS
Grant funds are available
bi-annually with awards
ranging from $500 to
$5,000. These funds are
matched dollar for dollar
by the organization using
a combination of cash,
in-kind contributions
and volunteer labor. The Mayor’s Matching Grant
program is managed by the Office of Community Affairs
& Human Relations. The grant application, including
the guidelines, is available at cityoforlando.net/grants.

ELIGIBILITY

HOW WOULD A MAYOR’S MATCHING GRANT
BENEFIT YOUR ORGANIZATION?
Your organization may have several ideas about how
to make a difference in your neighborhood or help its
residents. The main reasons that keep organizations
from implementing these ideas is funding. The Mayor’s
Matching Grants program is designed to provide
organizations with the financial resources to make
these ideas a reality.

Mayor’s Matching Grants are available to
City of Orlando neighborhoods, homeowner,
condominium and resident organizations.
Both mandatory and voluntary neighborhood
organizations are eligible to apply. To qualify,
projects must address neighborhood needs
or improve the quality of life in one of these
three categories: 1. physical improvements
2. public safety and 3. educational or cultural
initiatives.

Organizations that apply and manage a grant quickly
learn how to partner with local businesses, community
based organizations and neighbors to make their
neighborhood a better place. Organizations that
have received a grant found that these projects
help involve more neighbors and members, provide
the organization and neighbors with a sense of
accomplishment and pride and made a positive impact
in their neighborhood.

Neighborhood organizations are encouraged
to partner with local businesses, schools,
religious institutions, non-profit organizations
and other community resources in the
planning and implementation of projects.
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MAYOR’S MATCHING GRANTS

EXAMPLES OF GRANT PROJECTS
Below are some projects organizations have done over the years. We hope one
of these projects will motivate you and your organization to apply for a Mayor’s
Matching Grant. Grant funds may only be spent for a public benefit project and may
not be used on private property.
PHYSICAL IMPROVEMENTS

PUBLIC SAFETY
All projects in this
category need to be
done to public spaces
such as City right-ofway or parks, or to
property owned by
the neighborhood
organization.
ENTRANCEWAY OR
NEIGHBORHOOD
IDENTIFICATION
SIGNS: either new
construction or the
renovation of existing
signs.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS TRAINING:
organizations create a response team to work with the
Orlando Fire Department and the Orlando Emergency
Operations Center to learn about resources their
neighborhood can access in the event of disasters such
as hurricanes, tornadoes, fire, flooding, etc.

LANDSCAPING: includes installing and enhancing
landscaping at the neighborhood entrance, in common
areas owned by the neighborhood organization such
as parks, around playgrounds, etc.

HOUSE ADDRESSES: painting houses addresses on
the driveway ribbon with reflective paint to make it
easier for emergency responders to find a home in the
neighborhood.

PLAYGROUNDS: new construction, renovation or
enhancing an existing playground.
LAKESHORE RE-VEGETATION: planting along our
cities lakeshores with appropriate water plants to help
with water quality and attract fish and birds along our
city’s lakeshores.

FIRST AID TRAINING: workshops sponsored by the
neighborhood organization to train neighbors and
residents in First Aid such as CPR, basic first aid, heat
illnesses and other health related topics.

LANDSCAPE DRAINAGE PROJECT: using plants
and other materials to reduce or eliminate soil erosion.

LIGHTING ENHANCEMENTS IN COMMON AREAS:
improved security lighting by adding or changing the
lighting fixtures located in common areas owned by
the neighborhood organizations.

POOL ENHANCEMENTS: enhancing pool decks and
landscaping, adding shade structures, etc., to pools
owned by the neighborhood organizations.
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MAYOR’S MATCHING GRANTS

EXAMPLES OF GRANT PROJECTS
EDUCATIONAL OR CULTURAL

HAVE AN IDEA FOR A
GRANT, BUT NOT SURE
HOW TO MAKE IT A
HAPPEN?
Our Neighborhood Relations team is
ready and able to assist your organization
with figuring out how to use the Mayor’s
Matching Grant program. We can help
you identify projects that fit the grant
guidelines, help identify project partners
and assist with creating your project
budget. Call our Neighborhood Relations
team at 407.246.2169.

SENIOR CITIZEN PROGRAMS: a wide range of
educational and social activities including computer
skills, intergenerational workshops and activities for
youth and senior citizens to workshops on quality of
life and health topics.
AFTER-SCHOOL OR SUMMER YOUTH
PROGRAMS: providing a variety of activities such
as academic tutoring, reading and literacy programs,
conducting neighborhood cleanups and beautification
projects, drug prevention programming, fun teen
activities, movie nights, dances, sports teams, job
interviewing skills, life skills, etc. for neighborhood
youth.
ARTS AND CRAFT PROGRAMS: involving art, crafts
and music appreciation, etc. for all ages
PARENTING CLASSES: providing engaging
workshops for parents featuring best practices for
raising children.
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NOTES
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STAY INFORMED, CONNECTED AND INVOLVED
NEIGHBORHOOD NEWS
Events, information and helpful resources to share with your neighborhood
straight to your inbox! Subscribe at cityoforlando.net/neighborhoodnews

NEIGHBORHOOD RELATIONS FACEBOOK
Like us at facebook.com/orlandoneighborhoodrelations

NEIGHBORHOOD RELATIONS NEXTDOOR
Sign up at nextdoor.com to receive important information
that effects your neighborhood.

LEARN ABOUT THE CITY OF
ORLANDO THROUGH OUR
OTHER SOCIAL CHANNELS:
facebook/cityoforlando
instagram/thecitybeautiful
twitter/citybeautful
youtube/cityoforlando

City of Orlando
Communications
and Neighborhood
Relations
407.246.2169
cityoforlando.net/ilead

flickr/cityoforlando
email@cityoforlando.net

The City of Orlando is the owner of the mark “iLead” in connection with the programs outlined on
this guide. The City of Orlando is happy for other local governments to use the materials found
in this guide as long as 1) credit is given to the City of Orlando if such materials are re-used by
another local government and 2) no commercial use is made of the materials.

Best Neighborhood Program

WINNER

